General Organization of the Booklet
The booklet is organized in three main levels: Level 1 for beginners of the English
Language, Level 2 for an intermediate class and Level 3 for advanced students.
There is a special Level prepared for Native Speakers of the language for those countries
in which English is spoken as a mother tongue.
Besides, each level has been divided into three sessions in which learners might have an
approach to the story, plot, characters and they would have the possibility to solve creative
activities before and after the play.
The duration of either session would take between 30 and 50 minutes with a final task
to write/stick on the posters given.

In Artspot we strongly believe that the use of the booklet in class will
enrich students’ experience by helping them to comprehend the story
deeply, widening their language and providing the conditions to
explore English within an ingenious and innovative context.

Sessions
1. Name: Getting ready to sail!
Duration: 30-40 minutes
Skills: getting to know the story, meeting the characters, reading comprehension.
2. Name: The Journey
Duration: 40-50 minutes
Skills: Organizing the plot, learning/putting into practice useful expressions and
vocabulary.
3. Name: Arrival
Duration: 40-50 minutes
Skills: anticipating the play, role-playing the characters, creative writing.
SpeakingSpots encourage cooperative learning by debating in small or big groups,
discussing about specific topics or sharing thoughts with the whole class.
PosterSpots provide students the possibility to make their learning visible by adding
summarized information or solving creative thinking tasks on the posters designed for
the classrooms.

Queen Penelope and King Ulysses lived in Greece on the Island of Ithaca.

Back in Ithaca, we see Antinous receiving Ulysses’ letter and secretly tearing
it into pieces. He calls Cleia, Penelope’s faithful servant, and announces to her
that Ulysses has died in war. Antinous asks Cleia to go and notify Penelope of
Ulysses’ death, and orders her to convince Penelope to take him as her new
husband.
Inside the palace, Penelope is weaving a veil while she waits for her
husband. Cleia, her servant, tells her that Ulysses has died in battle and that she
will now have to marry Antinous. Penelope doesn’t believe the sad news and
claims that she will only marry again once she has finished weaving her veil.
In her heart, she knows Ulysses is alive, so she comes up with this plan.
Meanwhile, on his journey back home, Ulysses faces many different
obstacles and writes a second letter to Penelope.
Back in Ithaca, Antinous reads the second letter and tears it into pieces. He
calls Cleia and orders her to spy on Penelope, as he doesn’t understand why the
veil isn’t finished yet. Cleia looks through the queen’s window and sees Penelope
undoing the veil she has weaved during the afternoon. Cleia goes and tells
Antinous about what she saw. He enters the palace and forces Penelope to marry
him the next day. Ulysses is still sailing the Open Sea and Penelope is about to
make the most relevant decision in her life.

Duration: 30-40 minutes
Skills: Getting to know the story, meeting the characters,
reading comprehension.

Ulysses goes to war and, after a long and cruel fight, defeats the enemies.
Ulysses then writes a letter to his best friend Antinous commanding him to
inform Penelope that he is on his way back home.

Session 1

Our story begins while Ulysses trains with his men as they are about to go off
and fight in the Trojan War. He is so in love with his wife, Penelope, that he asks
her to wait for him until his return. Ulysses gives Penelope his unique golden bow
so she has something to remember him every day. Ulysses asks his best friend,
Antinous, to care for his beloved. Penelope promises to wait for him and watches
as her brave husband departs.

getting Ready to sail!

THE PLOT
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InstaOdyssey
a. Read the plot and highlight the names of the characters.
b. Choose one of the characters
(Ulysses, Penelope, Antinous, Cleia).
c. Think on the three most important parts of the
story from your character’s point of view.
d. Imagine that character has an Instagram account.
Draw the three moments you chose and write a
description of what is happening, or the thoughts
of that person. Include two #HASHTAGS per picture.
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The Character’s ProFIle
a. Read the plot again and select speciFIc information about the
characters. Complete their proFIles.
b. In your opinion, what adjectives describe the characters?
The words in the box below may help you.

Intrepid- obliging -sinister- bright- smart- strong
adaptable- docile - determined- obstinate
wicked-powerful

Relationship Status

hobby

NAME:

personality

Relationship Status

mission

NAME:

personality
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Relationship Status

job

NAME:

personality

Relationship Status

friends

NAME:

personality

PosterSpot:
Share the adjectives that best describe the characters by writing them around their
pictures on the poster.
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Stick the pictures on the poster

End of Session 1! Well done! Next session: The Journey
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First conditional
We use the first conditional when we talk about real and possible situations.
I’ll go to the club after class if I don’t have homework.
If it’s a nice day tomorrow, we’ll go to the beach.
In first conditional sentences, the structure is usually if + present simple
and will + infinitive.

Second conditional
The second conditional is used to talk about ‘unreal’ or impossible things.
If I won a lot of money, I’d buy a wonderful car.
Where would you live if you could live anywhere in the world?

Duration: 40-50 minutes
Skills: Organizing the plot, learning,
putting into practice useful expressions and vocabulary.

Look at the grammar box below and complete their
last conversation.

Session 2

In Odyssey, the two main characters, Penelope and
Ulysses, are deeply in love.
Before leaving for war, the young couple has a last
conversation.
While Penelope is terrorized by the idea of Ulysses never
coming back, he feels conFIdent and assures her he will
be home soon.

The Journey

The Farewell Moment

The structure is usually if + past simple and would + infinitive.

ThinkingSpot:
Discuss the following questions with the person next to you.
Will Penelope use the first or second conditional in the conversation? What makes
you say that? How about Ulysses?
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If you never (come back)________to Ithaca
this (be)_______the last ‘goodbye’.
What (happen) _______if I never (see)____
you again in my life?
If your men (leave) _____you alone you (will)
_______lose and die in the field.
Who (help) _______with the Palace issues if you
(be) __________not here to do so?
If I profoundly (miss) _____you what I (do)_____?
If I (not get) _______any letter who (tell)______?

If we (sail) _____tonight I (say) ____‘goodbye’
just for now. You (not) _____have to be afraid because
I (be)_______ back home soon.
If we (fight) ____together we (win) _____the war.
Don’t worry!
I (ask) _______Antinous to take care of you when I
(be) _____not at home.
I (write) _____to you when I (have) ______free time
during the journey.
I (tell) _____Cleia to go to the post office if you (not)
________receive the letters.

SpeakingSpot:
Look for a person in the classroom whose name starts with the same letter as yours.
Get together and role play the dialogue!
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Let’s Hypothesize!
It’s time for you to imagine. Complete the sentences with a
partner. What would happen if…?

•

If Penelope went to war with Ulysses, she…

•

If Antinous didn’t receive the letters, he…

•

If Cleia didn’t see Penelope unweaving the veil, she…

•

If Ulysses didn’t go to war, he…

•

If Penelope wasn’t busy with her veil, she…

•

If Ulysses broke his promise of coming back home soon,
Penelope…

PosterSpot: Share one of the sentences and the many possible answers your class

thought. Make a list on your classroom poster.

End of Session 2! Congratulations! Next session: Arrival
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Arrival

It’s Twitter Time!

If you were Ulysses, what would you write?
Remember to include, at least, two #HASHTAGS

Tweet

Penelope is in the Palace looking at the veil and sadly thinking
about her beloved man Ulysses. She decides to upload a
picture of herself and a tweet expressing her feelings.
•
•

If you were Penelope, what would you write?
Can you imagine her selFIe?

Duration: 40-50 minutes
Skills:Anticipating the play, role-playing the characters, creative writing.

•

Session 3

Ulysses is on the boat while his crew is rowing. He starts
thinking about Penelope, the unexpected amount of time the
war may last and the fear of never coming back. There is still
some internet signal for him to tweet in 50 characters what
he is currently thinking.

Tweet
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3- 2- 1
A. Get together in groups of three people.
B. Think and discuss the following statements.

3 situations you expect to see in the play
2 things that can’t be missing in the performance
1 question you are still wondering about

PosterSpot:

Write the last question on your classroom poster.
Let’s see if you can answer it after watching the play!

End of Session 3! Good job! Next step: Odyssey Show!
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getting Ready to sail!

The Journey

Arrival

